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We will study the problem of aliasing and its solution. An understanding of this topic is critical to understand how to generate images, as well as how to 
interpret images. Inherent in all this is a realization that physical objects (and their appearance) are analog, and often continuous. Brightness is defined at 
every point. Images are a discrete representation of the reality, and defined only on a grid.



Aliasing

Aliasing manifests in many ways. Example of highly aliased images are on the left (a line and a rectangle textured with a chess texture). The right ones are 
less aliased, or what we refer to as “anti-aliased,” (because anti-aliasing measures have been taken). Anti-aliasing is a type of smoothing. We will learn 
how to smooth and how much to smooth. As we will soon see, eliminating aliasing completely is not always possible with a limited grid resolution.
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Aliasing Defined

! Fewer samples on screen than 
necessary 
! Less than Nyquist rate 
! A lower rate sampling can cause a high-

frequency noise in reconstructed signal 
! Solution: 

! Either increase sampling rate or only deal 
with signals with low frequency (i.e., 
smoothly varying color) 
! Or a combination

The term aliasing comes from signal theory. A brief introduction is included here. Nyquist’s theory says that sampling a continuous domain (i.e., analog) 
signal at fixed intervals does not necessarily lose the information in between the samples. Indeed, the original signal can be re-generated (we say 
reconstructed) from the samples, as long as the samples are closely enough spaced together. We will use the term frequency, which usually indicates how 
fast a signal varies with time, to indicate variance in space (more specifically, how fast it varies in screen space).



Fourier Transform

A function can be represented by a 
(possibly infinite) sum of harmonic sine 

and cosine functions.

Let’s see an example in the next slide.



Fourier Transform

A function can be represented by a 
(possibly infinite) sum of harmonic sine 

and cosine functions.

Harmonics = integer multiples of a 
fundamental frequency



Harmonic Summation

signal = intensity

screen x

We will draw our signal as a function of x. In reality our signal — I, the intensity of reflected light reaching the camera — is a function of x and y: I(x,y). The 
variance in x and y are really independent of each other, and we can separately treat I(x) on a scan line and I(y) on a vertical line. We can also directly deal 
with I(x,y). The concept is the same. We will draw I(x) only for our illustrations. We may draw I as negative values for generality, but actual intensity is of 
course always positive. The sequence of the harmonic functions is called the Fourier series. Each function is appropriately scaled by a coefficient. The 
signal can then be represented by these coefficients, instead of the original shape. This “transformation” is called the Fourier transform.
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Fourier Transform

For analog function f, which is defined along the x axis, the coefficients F(µ) are called the Fourier coefficients, and are functions of µ, the frequency of the 
underlying harmonic. ei2𝛑µx are the Harmonics. (i is √-1. Harmonics are allowed to be complex to account for phase and magnitude. Note that eiv = cosv + i 
sinv.) f , which is a function of screen-x coordinate, is said to be the spatial domain representation and F the frequency domain representation of the same 
function (also called signal, apropos of signal processing literature).



Fourier Transform

And the transformation is invertible. If f is the Fourier transform of F, F is the Fourier transform of f.



Fourier Transform



Fourier Transform Pairs

f(x) F(µ)

δ(µ)

cos(πx)

1

𝚷(µ)

-½ ½

Without necessarily going into the detailed computation of these coefficients, let us take as given some transformation pairs. (Note, however that the 
spatial signal at the top left is constant and hence only has a non-zero coefficient at frequency=0 in F on the top right. The bottom left signal also has a 
single frequency. The bottom right F requires two coefficients to represent that frequency. Remember, cosv = 1/2[eiv + e-iv].)
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Reciprocity

f(x) F(µ)

cos(πμ)

1δ(x)

𝚷(x)

Note the reciprocity of transformation. The roles are reversed here.



Reciprocity

f(x) F(µ)

cos(πμ)

1δ(x)
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Inverse Scaling

cos(2πx)

cos(
π
2

x)

f(x) F(µ)

𝚷(µ)

𝚷(µ)

-1 1

¼-¼

A useful inference of the transformation is that if f is compressed in x, meaning it changes faster, i.e., it has a higher frequency, its Fourier Transform 
expands in µ — it has coefficients at higher values; geometrically it seems to have stretched in µ.
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Band-limited Transform Pairs
sinc(x) =

sinc2(x) TENT(µ)

PULSE(µ)

sin πx
πx

f(x) F(µ)

-½ ½ 1-1

1-1

sinc (sin𝛑x/𝛑x) and PULSE functions are Fourier transforms of each other. Tent  and sinc2 are Fourier transforms of each other. (More on that soon.) Note their 
shapes.
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Band-limited Transform Pairs
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sinc2(x) TENT(µ)

PULSE(µ)

sin πx
πx

f(x) F(µ)
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1-1



Convolution

Convolution (denoted here by ✽) is a binary operation combining two functions (both in the same domain — spatial or frequency). Convolution is 
commutative.



Convolution Geometry

*

=

u

f(x) = Pulse(x)

g(x) = Pulse(x)

x

value = shaded area

Let’s try to understand the convolution operation in a geometric sense. x is where this convolution is evaluated. This means that to find the value of 
convolution C at x, we multiply f(x-u) with g(u) and take the area under that curve. f(x-u) is simply f(u) reflected about the u=0 axis and translated to x. If f 
happens to be symmetric about u=0, the reflection is a “no op,” meaning you simply center f at x. Since ✽ is commutative, one may choose which of f and g 
to reflect and translate.  PULSE(x)✽PULSE(x) is explained here, and in the next slide.
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Convolution Geometry

*

=

As the overlap between the two pulse functions reduces, 
the area under the product curve decreases

*

=

f(x) = Pulse(x)

g(x) = Pulse(x)

The red curve on the bottom left is the convolution curve. Three evaluations of this curve at three different values of x are shown on the right. The 
convolution of two Pulse functions is a Tent function.
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Convolution Theorem

Let F and G be the transforms of  f and g: 

Convolution (✽) in one domain is equivalent to multiplication (x) in the other domain. You may derive it from the definitions of the Fourier transform and 
convolution operation. We will take it as given here.



Sampling

x

=

*

=

comb(3x)

signal(x)

3COMB(µ/3)

Sampled 
signal(x)

SIGNAL(µ)

f(x) F(µ)

Sampling of an analog/continuous signal is akin to multiplying it with a comb-shaped function, which yields analog signal’s values are uniform intervals, as 
shown on LHS. Unit comb(x) has a tooth of height 1 per unit length in x. It turns out that the frequency domain representation of comb(x) is a scaled version 
of the same function, but in µ, of course: COMB(µ). We use all caps only to indicate that it is in the frequency domain.

Spatial-domain multiplication by comb, aka sampling, amounts to convolution with a COMB in the frequency domain. Convince yourself that convolution 
with COMB amounts to replication of SIGNAL(µ) at each tooth of the comb. Recall the geometry of convolution and that COMB is symmetric. Also recall that 
comb(4x) compresses comb(x) by sampling four times per unit length of x. That expands to 4COMB(µ/4) in the frequency domain.



Sampled 
signal

Reconstruction

x

=

*

=
Reconstructed 

signal(x)

1/3PULSE(µ/3)

f(x) F(µ)

sinc 3x

If the replicas do not overlap, it is easy to get the original analog signal directly from the sampled signal (the bottom figures). We convolve the sampled 
signal with a special shape, which is equivalent to multiplying with that shape’s Fourier transform in the frequency domain. We know that the output 
desired in the frequency domain is to retrieve the central replica only, which is the Fourier transform of the original signal. This can be achieved by an 
appropriate size PULSE function in the frequency domain, which is exactly what spatial convolution does.

Convolving a discrete signal (the samples) with a shape (which we call filter), is not the integral area under the curve but a discrete summation. In fact, if 
we ensure that the filter curve is designed to cover a unit area, the convolution simply amounts to a weighted average of the samples, the weights coming 
from the filter, F. Specifically, compute the value of the reconstructed signal at some x, from samples si  at xi using ∑si F(x-xi). Note that if we need to 
compute F at only predetermined x values, we can pre-compute and store these filter values. (xi are of course fixed by the sampling method, and hence 
fixing the set of x values also fixes x-xi)



Sampled 
signal

Sufficient Samples

x

=

*

=

comb(2x)

signal(x)

2COMB(µ/2)

SIGNAL(µ)

f(x) F(µ)

If sampling is at too low a resolution, i.e., spatial comb is too sparse, COMB in the frequency domain becomes too dense. This means, the replicas may not 
be separated enough, and it becomes impossible to extract the central replica in general. This sampling frequency where overlap becomes 0 is called the 
Nyquist frequency and is twice the maximum frequency of signal. This should be easy to see geometrically in the SIGNAL graph. It is the frequency of the 
harmonic with the highest frequency and a non-0 coefficient.



Sampled 
signal

Sufficient Samples

x

=

*

=

comb(2x)

signal(x)

2COMB(µ/2)

SIGNAL(µ)

f(x) F(µ)



Sampled 
signal

Insufficient Samples

x

=

*

=

comb(1.5x)

signal(x)

1.5COMB(2µ/3)

SIGNAL(µ)

f(x) F(µ)

Lower end of the next replica mixed with the upper end of the previous one. This is called aliasing of two different frequencies. Algorithms to prevent them 
are called anti-aliasing algorithms.



Sampled 
signal

Insufficient Samples

x

=

*

=

comb(1.5x)

signal(x)

1.5COMB(2µ/3)

SIGNAL(µ)

f(x) F(µ)



Triangle Filter

x

=

*

=
signal

Reconstructed

SINC2(µ)

Sampled 
signal

f(x) F(µ)

tent(x)

Convolving the samples with sinc is also called filtering. Unfortunately sinc is an infinite function: it is non-0 for infinitely many values of x and such a 
convolution is expensive: all samples are required for each value of C(x). In practice, narrower functions are used to filter.

Truncated sync filter (i.e., artificially limit where is is non-0) does not do too poorly, but it can cause introduction of spurious high frequency noise. gaussian 
is another filter that is useful, but it tends to unduly smooth legitimate high-frequency information.

In fact, any function whose Fourier transform is PULSE-like can be a good approximation. What is the Fourier transform of tent, for example? SINC2. Not 
quite a PULSE, but it does keep much of the central replica and removes most of other replicas.



Box Filter

x

=

*

=
signal

Reconstructed

SINC

f(x) F(µ)

pulse

Sampled 
signal

(Spatial) pulse filter, also called the box filter, which amounts to an unweighted averaging, is quite bad actually. Its Fourier transform is SINC. Multiplication 
with SINC can negate some of the original replica in the frequency domain. 



Box Reconstruction Error

Original Signal

Box Reconstruction

In general, this is the type of error incurred by using the Box filter to reconstruct the signal from given samples. You can now relate it to the so-called 
aliasing in graphics image. 



Aliasing

aliased

“anti-aliased”

What is the relevance of all this sampling and reconstruction math? What does it have to do with graphics and images?

We know that images are samples at some resolution, but the resolution is limited by the screen, which can take one color per pixel. What exactly are we 
reconstructing anyway?

Know that screens cannot display an infinitesimal dot. Rather it lights an area for each pixel, somewhat brighter in the center than at its edges. From a 
distance, these separate pixels tend to blends into each other due to the resolution of our eye. This is a type of reconstruction.

Really, at some level, our eyes are always reconstructing continuous images from samples it takes through the rod and cone cells. In fact, our perception 
system filters in both space and time. It may not be using a sinc filter, but between the eye and the brain we have a certain cognition that does the job. We 
can even extrapolate and fill certain gaps.

The task in graphics is to aid that cognition by sampling appropriately. In particular, what is the signal we should be generating so that the brain does its 
reconstruction well. Theory tells us that a signal that has a frequency ≥ ½ Hz (here Hz is 1/pixel-width and not 1/second), may be aliased and hence not 
correctly perceived. What does one do if the image in fact has a high frequency? The upper half of this image has that problem. The actual color changes 
too fast (many times per pixel). The aliased image on the left is sampled once per pixel — whatever happens to be at the center of the pixel. The right 
image instead has reduced frequency. In particular, it is an attempt to eliminate frequencies ≥ ½ Hz from the original signal and then sample it once per 
pixel. Our vision is able to interpret this smoothed image much better. So, anti-aliasing is all about how to sample at each pixel. 



What is Needed? 

! Image to be displayed should be band-
limited 
! less than 0.5 Hz (i.e., per pixel) 

! Band-limiting can increase spatial domain 
of  the signal 
! We will need to generate much more of  the 

new signal to further process 
! A possible solution: 

! Band-limit = Low-pass filter ⇒ convolve sinc 
! Re-sample ⇒ multiply comb(x) 

! Do not compute the entire original signal

Band-limiting a signal is to eliminate its high frequency information. It turns out that to band-limit a signal also you need to convolve it with a sinc. After 
all, band-limiting is the same as multiplying SIGNAL with a narrow enough PULSE in the frequency domain (which multiplies with 0 at the higher values of 
µ). Recall that signal for us is the actual continuous distribution of brightness, (given the shape, e.g., triangle, and other viewing parameters). 

However, remember that we ultimately want to only sample the band-limited signal (instead of sampling the original signal). We do not need to generate or 
represent the entire signal or its band-limited version in the continuous domain. Rather, we only evaluate the band-limited signal once per pixel.



Super-sampling

! Use approximate low-pass filtering 
1. Over-sample, e.g., at 4x the pixel rate 

2. Reconstruct signal 
3. Low-pass filter to match the pixel rate 
4. Resample, now at the pixel rate 

! Monitor and Eye can then reconstruct

(n = # teeth per pixel)
f(x) = (f(x) × combn(x))*sinc(x)

(f(x) × combn(x))*sinc(x)*sinc(x)] × comb1(x)

Instead of generating the original signal fully, which we are not in a position to do, we only know how to evaluate the brightness at a point, i.e., sample. If 
we sample the signal above the Nyquist rate, we have all the information in the samples. This may require many more pixels than there are on the screen 
(even infinitely many). We may have to compromise, however, and limit the pixel count, keeping the computation cost in mind, but we are not limited by 
screen resolution for this.

Once we have adequate samples, we can reconstruct the signal value at any x we want, which then we may band-limit and resample once per pixel. This all 
can be done in one composite step by composing the convolutions. In effect, we “super-sample” and then generate one sample per pixel using a wighted 
average of these super-samples. The weights come from sinc. Can you see why sinc*sinc is sinc itself?



Sample at 4x pixel rate

x

=

*

=

f(x) F(µ)

 signal
Infinite Spectrum

comb 4x

Sampled 
signal

e.g., vertical line

A geometric depiction of how super-sampling impacts the images (by smoothing it).



Reconstruct

x

=

*

= Aliased!

Cutoff at ½ the 
over-sample rate

Effectively 
used 
Signal

sinc(4x)
1/4 P(µ/4))

Sampled 
signal

Band 
Limited

f(x) F(µ)



Practicum

filter : what is sinc*sinc?

   (f(x) × combn)*sinc*sinc =
(f(x) × combn)*(sinc*sinc)



Practicum
! Combine convolutions (it is associative) 

! Do not compute the entire convolution 
! Only the samples needed 
! filter convolution = weighted sum of  sample values 

! (Reflect and) Center filter at pixel center 
! Compute filter value at the supersample locations 
! Weight the super-sample attribute by filter value 

filter : what is sinc*sinc?

   (f(x) × combn)*sinc*sinc =
(f(x) × combn)*(sinc*sinc)



Common Filters

! Box 
! Triangle 
! Gaussian 

! Sinc 
! Truncated sinc 

! In 2D 
! Tensor Product of  1D functions



Super-Sampling

! Implementation 
! Regular sample spacing simplifies 

attribute interpolation 
! Large sample count is expensive 

! Image quality 
! Better with large number of  samples 
! Overkill for most samples 

! In OpenGL pipeline 
! Create a larger off-screen framebuffer 
! Resample the large buffer to on-screen 

buffer 
! Can use texture

1p x 1p 
rectangle 

around a single 
Pixel: 16x 

super-sampled 

Pixel centers 
are marked by 
x, . is where 
samples are

Pixel width = 1p



Super-Sampling

! Implementation 
! Regular sample spacing simplifies 

attribute interpolation 
! Large sample count is expensive 

! Image quality 
! Better with large number of  samples 
! Overkill for most samples 

! In OpenGL pipeline 
! Create a larger off-screen framebuffer 
! Resample the large buffer to on-screen 

buffer 
! Can use texture

1p x 1p 
rectangle 

around a single 
Pixel: 16x 

super-sampled 

Pixel centers 
are marked by 
x, . is where 
samples are

But see multi-sampling later

Pixel width = 1p



Regular-grid Subset Sampling

! Implementation 
! Choose some samples on a higher 

resolution grid 
! Moderate sample count is cost-

effective 

! Image quality 
! Often OK with a moderate numbers 

of  samples (8x, for example).

One Pixel width

8-rooks pattern

8-queens pattern

Do not require a regular super-sampling. Often, choosing a smaller number of samples at well placed locations on an nxn grid suffices.



! Implementation 
! Choose the locations in a 

random manner 
! Irregular sample spacing 

complicates attribute 
interpolation 

! Moderate sample count is cost-
effective (4-8x) 

! Image quality 
! Better than a pre-set pattern per 

pixel

Stochastic Sampling

random sample 
pattern

One Pixel width



! Spatially wider Filter = 
! Lower pass (Narrow Frequency) 

! Pixel-wide filter 
! OK for small sample counts (<=8) 
! Box filter is common 
! Easily parallelizable 
! Simplifies immediate filtering 

! Wide foot-print filter 
! Use for large sample counts 
! Higher quality filter like sinc

Filter Width

One Pixel width

One may also use sub-samples “located” in neighboring pixel rectangles to compute the value at a pixel. Hence it is not strictly meaningful to assign a 
shape to each pixel.



Variation in Sample Patterns

! Vary patterns 
! Temporally: frame to frame 
! Spatially: pixel to pixel 

! Improves image quality 
! replaces aliasing patterns with 

noise 

! Complicates implementation

This is usually not done due to its large computational expense.



Multisampling

! Super-sampling 
! Shade each sample, then filter to get final pixel color 

! Multisampling is approximate super-sampling 
! Super-sampling sized buffers; store per sample data 
! Single invocation of  fragment shader per pixel 

! Not per sample, saves rendering time 

! Each fragment also has a coverage mask 
! 1 for those samples within the pixel that are covered by 

the current primitive  
! Different primitives may cover different samples of  a pixel 

! Fragment shader output is written to all covered 
samples that pass the depth test 

! The final pixel color by filtering all sample colors

Multiple depth values per pixel are created (by interpolation) by the filling hardware. Each sample belonging to the current fragment’s primitive is 
separately tested for depth as well as stencil (find out about OpenGL stenciling). The same color is written to all samples. The idea is that interpolated color 
for a single primitive varies relatively smoothly and a single evaluation may suffice. The high frequency comes from change of lighting at edges with other 
triangles.

Note, however, that in the presence of textures, color may not vary slowly after all. Different samples could look up very different values from the texture. 
On the other hand, such high frequency change is otherwise smoothed by pre-filtering the textures (through Mip-mapping).

Note that fragment shaders can read or write depth, of which there is one value per sample (not one per fragment). Find out how that works in the 
presence of multi-sampling.



Pixel-center Fragment Selection

Generate fragment if  pixel center is inside triangle

9 fragments generated

The usual rule for fragment generation for a triangle can have many parts of the triangle which are not sampled at all. This is not anti-aliased.



Multi-sample Fragment 
Selection

Generate fragment if  any sample inside triangle

19 fragments generated

For multisampling, there is a fragment for a triangle if any of its sub-samples are inside the triangle. There is still only a single fragment per pixel. 
Fragments are generated for even pixel shown in red.



Summary

! Anti-aliasing is hard 
! Supersampling does not eliminate aliasing 

! It only reduces it 
! Multisampling = approximate supersampling 

! Single fragment per pixel 
! Handles occlusions correctly 
! In OpenGL: 

glfwWindowHint(GLFW_SAMPLES, 8); 
glEnable(GL_MULTISAMPLE); 
// render as usual, almost everything works


